Abstract-All existing training signals designs for OFDM systems assume no guard subcarriers. In practice, guard subcarriers exist in almost all the OFDM systems. In this paper, we propose a Linear Programming(LP) method for optimal power distribution design and a certain matrix for optimal phase design in MIMO OFDM systems with guard subcarriers. Based on these methods, the optimal training signals for 802.11a and 802.16 are derived. Simulation results show that a significant performance improvement can be achieved with the proposed training signals.
I. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is considered today to be a reliable choice for high rate transmissions and has been adopted in several wireless standards such as digital audio broadcasting (DAB), digital video (DVB-T), the IEEE 802.11 a local area network (LAN) standard and the IEEE 802.16 metropolitan area network (MAN) standard. In OFDM systems, channel estimation plays a critical role. To facilitate channel estimation, training signals are usually transmitted at the beginning of the frame.
Recently, several optimal training design methods for OFDM systems were studied in l1-161. l1-131 addressed for SISO OFDM systems and 141-161 studied for MIMO OFDM systems. To the best of our knowledge, all existing training signals designs for OFDM systems assume no guard subcarriers. In practice, guard subcarriers exist in almost all the OFDM systems in order to enable the signal to naturally decay and create the FFT "brick Wall" shaping. In this case, the optimal training signals in 151 and 161 are not optimal if the guard subcarriers are considered. In this paper, we analyze the condition of optimality for MIMO OFDM systems with the guard subcarriers. We propose a Linear Programming(LP) method for optimal power distribution design and a certain matrix for optimal phase design. Based on these methods, the optimal training signals for 802.11a and 802.16 are derived. Our results show that the performance improvement of the proposed optimal training signals is significant. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the MIMO OFDM system model with guard subcarriers and gives the CRB of the channel estimation. Section 3 details the optimal power distribution design and the optimal phase design. Section 4 shows the simulation results, and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Notations 
is a length-KN vector of zero-mean, uncorrelated complex Gaussian noise samples with equal variances of a'2.
Assuming the index of the used subcarriers is UO Ui **U-1 I and up = u0 + p for p = 1,2, ,N-1.
Since there is no transmission at all for the guard subcarriers, the corresponding entries of s(n)(k) are zeros. s(n)(k) can be written as s(n)(k) = B (n)(k) , where i(n) (k) are the training symbol at used subcarriers and B is a NxN matrix given by p,q {O, pwUy The CRB for channel estimation is used as a performance measure for the training design. Based on [7] , the Fisher Information Matrix(FIM) is given by The optimal design is subject to(s.t.) the power constraint. Assuming the power constraint is
Let J= SHS . Based on the Cauchy-Schwarz inequation, the minimum CRB is achieved if and only if5] J = KAPlNt(L+I) (8) The corresponding minimum CRB is CRBin aNt(L+1) The optimal training signals design for MIMO OFDM systems without guard subcarriers is derived in [6] . Based on the conclusion therein, the optimal training signals must be equipowered. However, if guard subcarriers exist, the condition (12) may not be true and the optimal training signals may not be equipowered.
A. Optimal Training with One TransmitAntenna
For simplicity, we will start with training with one transmit antenna and then extend it to training with multiple transmit antennas. To simplify notation, we will omit the antenna index. J H(Da) (k)F 
Based on the first part of (12), to abtain the minimum CRB of the channel estimation subject to a fixed power P, we require fHX JKNP, p 0 (15) 10 This formula shows that when N and N are given, the condition (15) can be satisfied iff L is not larger than a certain value. For example, we require L < 4 and L < 3 in 802.1 la [8] (N = 64 and N = 52) and 802.16 [9] respectively. So it is rigorous for the channel order L in these two standards.
The optimal training proposed in [5] is equipowered. However, when the guard subcarriers are considered, the optimal training is not equipowered any more. We propose the following LP to find the optimal training power distribution. A primal-dual interior point method to solve the LP can be found in [10] . If the condition (16) is satisfied, the max value of (17) is KATP and the corresponding k is the optimal power distribution. Fig.1 and Fig.2 show the optimal power distribution in 802.11 a( L = 4 ) and 802.16( L = 3 ) respectively. Note that there are more than one solution for (17), so Fig.1 and Fig.2 are not the only optimal power distribution. When multiple training symbols are considered, it is easy to distribute k to all of training symbols averagely, i.e. X(k) = k I K . B. Optimal Training with Multiple Transmit Antennas n-th is-subsection-we-consider-m u Iti ple-tra nsm it-a nten nas.-In-fact,-in-subsection-A,-we-have-investigated-the-casenl = n2-in-(12).-Now-we-will-consider-the-case-n n2-in-(12).-That-is-to-say,-for-any-n, n2 -we-require- 
The last subsection discusses the optimal power distribution design and this subsection discusses the optimal phase design. Based on these two designs, the optimal training signals for MIMO OFDM systems can be accomplished.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate the CRB of the channel estimation based on our optimal training signals through computer simulations. We consider 802.11 a with one transmit antenna and 802.16 with two transmit antennas. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as SNR = 10 log1 (p / &2) . The power distribution of training is shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2 . In the case of two transmit antennas, the phase matrix is given by (21). Simulation results are shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 . Fig.3 and Fig.4 illustrate the CRB comparison of the equipowered power distribution and the proposed power distribution in 802.11 a and 802.16 respectively with different channel order. In Fig.3 , the performance improvement for the proposed training signals is about 1.1 dB when L = 4. In  Fig.4 , the performance improvement for the proposed training signals is about 1.2dB when L = 3. Based on the CRB for channel es optimal training signals design for M with guard subcarriers. It includes LI power distribution design and a certain matrix for optimal phase design. Our results show that the performance improvement of the proposed optimal training signals is significant.
